
 

 
 

 

Bulletin August 2013 
 

Welcome to the second Plants-Soils-Ecosystem SIG bulletin.  The SIG has been busy planning a 

variety of meetings, workshops and symposia.  The details of these, along with job listings, 

studentships and more can be found on the following pages.  Our fearless leader, Franciska de Vries, 

is off to the ESA conference where our group will have its first international meet-up.  If you’re 

there, meet Franciska at 6.30 pm on Monday at the BES stall, and don’t forget to check out the 

Global Soil Biodiversity Initiative symposium, 8-11 am on Tuesday.  Those of us left in the UK are 

busy preparing for INTECOL, and hope to see you there! 

 

Sarah Pierce 

PSE Student Representative 
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News 
 

AoB Plants Special Issues 
AoB PLANTS is a non-profit, open-access 
journal published by Oxford University Press 
since 2009.  In the coming months, the journal 
will be assembling a series of special issues 
that focus on diverse topics in ecology, and 
are currently soliciting proposals from 
prospective guest editors and authors.  They 
are open to proposals on any plant-focused 
topics.   
 
Please contact the Chief Editor of AoB 
PLANTS, Hall Cushman if you are interested in 
helping to organize a special issue of the 
journal. AoB PLANTS will have an exhibit 
booth at the ESA meetings in Minneapolis 
(August 4–9), and both the Chief Editor and 
Managing Editor (Gail Rice) would be happy to 
talk with interested individuals about ideas for 
special issues in greater detail.  

 
Access to European ecosystem 
research facilities 
Thirty-one European ecosystem research 
facilities are currently open to access by 
researchers as part of the EU-funded ExpeER 
project. Prospective users are invited to 
submit research proposals to the ExpeER 
Transnational Access scheme. Submission is 
on a continuous-flow basis and applicants 
should submit their proposal at least two 
months before they wish to begin their visit. 
Successful applicants will enjoy free access to 
the facilities and receive a contribution 
towards their travel and subsistence costs. For 

more information about the scheme, 
including eligibility rules, descriptions of sites, 
accounts of earlier visits, etc. please see the 
ExpeER website.   

 
 
Access to northern latitude research 
stations 
Access to 20 research stations in 
northernmost Europe and Russia is possible 
via the EU-funded INTERACT project. The next 
INTERACT Transnational Access call is open 
between 1 August and 30 September, for 
access visits taking place between October 
2013 and October 2014. INTERACT offers free 
access to the research stations, support for 
travel, accommodation and logistics, and free 
access to data and information. For more 
details, including eligibility, application 
procedure, details of the research stations 
and descriptions of projects already 
supported by the scheme, see the Interact 
website.   

 
 

Meetings and Events 
 

 

 

INTECOL 2013 

18-23 August, London.  Further details are on 

the website.   While you’re there, make sure 

you check out the PSE symposium on 20 

August:   ‘Soil biodiversity and ecosystem 

function: recent advancement and new 

challenges’, organised by Richard Bardgett 

http://aobplants.oxfordjournals.org/
mailto:cushman@sonoma.edu
http://www.expeeronline.eu/index.php/access/expeer-call
http://www.eu-interact.org/transnational-access/
http://www.eu-interact.org/transnational-access/
http://www.intecol2013.org/
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and Wim van der Putten. Keynote speakers 

are Professor John Crawford, University of 

Sydney, and Professor Louise Jackson, 

University of California Davis. Afterwards 

there will be a reception for attendees and 

speakers, and people interested in the special 

interest group. 

 

CPIB Summer School: Mathematical 
Modelling for Biologists 
9-12 September 2013, University of 
Nottingham, UK.   
 
The aims of the summer school, now in its 
sixth year, are: 
* To introduce modelling and quantitative 
approaches to biologists 
* To explain where models come from, and 
how to investigate the behaviour of those 
models 
* To introduce differential equation models, 
parameter estimation and sensitivity, 
randomness and spatial models 
* To show how to create, simulate and 
analyse models using appropriate software 
 
Examples will include applications to gene 
regulation, biochemical reactions, population 
dynamics, and epidemiology. 
 
Target audience: Open to all - PhD students 
and postdoctoral researchers with a biological 
background are particularly encouraged to 
attend, and no prior experience is assumed. 
We welcome applications from biologists 
from all sub-disciplines - you don't have to be 
a plant scientist to attend! 
 
Places are limited to 40 and applicants are 
asked to give their background and 
motivation for attending. Priority will be given 
to applicants who we think will benefit most 
from the course. We will review applications 
in the order that they come in, until all 40 
places are full. 
 
The course fee for academic participants in 
2013 is £275 and this covers tuition, single en-
suite accommodation for 3 nights, and all 
meals and refreshments.  Please contact Susie 

Lydon to discuss fees for industrial 
participants. 
 
Programme: 
Day 1: Data, Networks and Models 
Day 2: Multi-variable models 
Day 3: Parameter estimation and sensitivity; 
Stochastic models  
Day 4: Multicellular modelling 
 
The course comprises integrated lectures and 
computer-based practicals which will allow 
you to gain an understanding of modelling 
approaches in a helpful, friendly environment. 
Course Organisers: Nick Monk (University of 
Sheffield) and Etienne Farcot (University of 
Nottingham).  For more information and to 
apply: http://www.cpib.ac.uk/events/cpib-
summer-school/.  

 

Digging deeper: Research challenges 

in plant-soil interactions 

2-3 October, Charles Darwin House, London.  

The first official Plants, Soils, Ecosystems 

meeting, in which we will identify 

fundamental challenges in the field of plant-

soil interactions, and their application to 

climate mitigation, biodiversity conservation, 

and sustainable food production. A particular 

focus will be on the issue of scales (both 

spatial and temporal), on the stability of 

processes and ecosystems, and on the 

application and integration of fundamental 

science into policy and management. 

The meeting will focus on three key areas, 

which will all have their own session and 

keynote speaker, and which will be open for 

contributed talks and posters: 

1. Carbon cycling – keynote speaker: Prof 

Richard Bardgett, The University of 

Manchester 

2. Nutrient cycling – keynote speaker: Dr 

Dave Johnson, The University of Aberdeen 

3. Community dynamics and biodiversity – 

keynote speaker: Dr Jenny Rowntree, The 

University of Manchester 

mailto:susannah.lydon@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:susannah.lydon@nottingham.ac.uk
http://www.cpib.ac.uk/events/cpib-summer-school/
http://www.cpib.ac.uk/events/cpib-summer-school/
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Registration and abstract submission will open 
in August.  Further details will be sent to the 
mailing list in the near future. 
 

American Geophysical Union Meeting 

(AGU) 
The AGU Fall Meeting is scheduled for 9-13 

December in San Francisco.  It is the largest 

geophysics conference in the world with 

around 23,000 attendees.  This year there are 

a number of sessions in the Global Soils 

section which might interest PSE members, 

including: 

 Thresholds in Soil Response to Global 

Change 

 Role of Soil Erosion on Biogeochemical 

Cycling of Essential Elements 

 Linking carbon and microbial communities 

to ecosystem processes and 

environmental change 

 Altered Nutrient Cycling in High-Latitude 

Ecosystems 

 Incorporating Microbial Mechanisms into 

Scalable Ecosystem Models 

 Impacts of Extreme Climate Events and 

Disturbances on Carbon Dynamics 

 Mechanistic representations of the 

temperature sensitivity of soil organic 

matter decomposition 

 

The abstract deadline is 6 August.  Please see 

the AGU Fall Meeting website for more 

details. 

New Phytologist Symposium 
20-22 November, Buenos Aires.  Plant 

interactions with other organisms: Molecules, 

ecology and evolution.  See the website for 

further details. 

 

 

Molecular Microbial Ecology Group 

Meeting (MMEG-2013) 

MMEG-2013 will be held at University of Essex 

on 16-17 December.  Further details will be 

available in future bulletins

Job Opportunities 

 

Research Assistant in Soil Ecology 
James Hutton Institute, Ecological Sciences 
Group.  Salary £22,504-£23,442 (Band C) or 
£27,792-£29,566 (Band D) 
The James Hutton Institute is recruiting an 
experienced Research Assistant in Soil 
Microbiology to join the plant-soil ecology 
team within the Ecological Sciences Group at 

our Dundee site. You will join an enthusiastic 
team of researchers working on the ecological 
functions of soil micro-organisms. In 
particular, your role will involve investigation 
of the part that the plant plays in the 
community dynamics and function of nitrogen 
cycling groups and/or arbuscular mycorrhizal 
fungi. 

http://fallmeeting.agu.org/2013/
http://www.newphytologist.org/symposiums/view/2
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The successful candidate will either be an 
experienced technician with a BSc in Biological 
or Environmental Sciences or hold a PhD in a 
relevant area, reflected in the two salary 
ranges given above.  Candidates should have a 
thorough understanding of and experience in 
the application of molecular techniques in 
soils research which ideally include real time 
PCR, high sample throughput techniques such 
as T-RFLP and/or high-throughput sequencing.  
Experience in the assessment of soil function 
would also be a distinct advantage, especially 
where applied to nitrogen cycling or 
mycorrhizal systems, as would evidence of 
knowledge of statistical analysis of complex 
data sets. You will be responsible for liaising 
with other Research Assistants and students 
in the group for the day-to-day organisation 
of the shared laboratory facilities and may be 
required to assist post-doctoral and post-
graduate visitors with experiments.  You will 
enjoy working as part of a team in a friendly 
and safe environment and take pride in 
producing excellent scientific data. 
 
Informal enquiries for further information 
may be made to Tim Daniell.  This post will be 
based in Dundee; there may be a requirement 
to travel between sites.  Further information 
is available from www.hutton.ac.uk/careers.   
To apply please submit a covering letter and 
CV (including the names and addresses of 
three referees, one of which must be your 
current or most recent employer) by e-mail to 
vacancies@hutton.ac.uk or by post to HR 
Office Aberdeen, James Hutton Institute, 
Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen AB15 8QH by 19 
August 2013.  Please quote reference number 
JHI-38-13 in all correspondence. 

 
Research Assistant in Rhizosphere 
Interactions 
3-Year Post-Doctoral Development 
Programme at the James Hutton Institute.  
Salary £27,792 - £29,566 per annum.  
The appointee will contribute to the James 
Hutton Institutes research on rhizopshere 
interactions and the availability of organic P to 
plants. This post will be responsible for the 
delivery of specific objectives to a BBSRC 
funded project ‘Exploiting plant root 

exudation of organic acids and phytases to 
enhance plant utilisation of soil organic 
phosphorus’. The appointment will be made 
as a fixed term contract and be aligned to the 
institutes Post-Doctoral Development 
Programme. The appointee will have 
experience in plant physiological and 
enzymology studies and will take 
responsibility to deliver experimentation on 
the interaction of phosphatases and organic 
acids in the release of P from organic sources 
in the rhizosphere. The appointee will also be 
expected to write peer review papers and 
communicate the results of experiments to 
funders, other consortium members, the 
wider scientific community and the public 
through specific engagement events.  This 
post will be based in Dundee; there may be a 
requirement to travel between sites. 
 
Further information is available from 
www.hutton.ac.uk/careers. To apply please 
submit a covering letter and CV, (including the 
names and addresses of 3 referees one of 
which must be your current or most recent 
employer) by e-mail to 
vacancies@hutton.ac.uk or by post to HR 
Office Aberdeen, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen, 
AB15 8QH  by 9 September 2013.  Please 
quote reference number JHI-23-13 in all 
correspondence. 
 

Research Associate in Soil 
Ecology/Biogeochemistry 
The University of Sydney is currently seeking a 
Postdoctoral Research Associate - Soil 
Ecology/Biogeochemistry. For more 
information please see the UoS recruitment 
page. 
 

Assistant Professor of Ecosystem 
Ecology 
Hampshire College, an independent, 
innovative liberal arts institution, is accepting 
applications for an Assistant Professor of 
Ecosystem Ecology in the School of Natural 
Science. Applicants with field-based research 
interests in biogeochemistry, global change 
ecology, or related areas, with connections to 
community ecology, natural history, or 
conservation biology, are encouraged to 

mailto:tim.daniell@hutton.ac.uk
http://www.hutton.ac.uk/careers
mailto:vacancies@hutton.ac.uk
http://www.hutton.ac.uk/careers
mailto:vacancies@hutton.ac.uk
http://sydney.nga.net.au/cp/index.cfm?event=jobs.checkJobDetailsNewApplication&returnToEvent=jobs.processJobSearch&jobid=ac571c4b-fe0a-280b-4bae-76cbad0e96f6&CurATC=EXT&CurBID=949319bc-8898-4f11-ac4b-9db401358504&jobsListKey=de2c90a8-e01f-46e7-add5-42a36c1
http://sydney.nga.net.au/cp/index.cfm?event=jobs.checkJobDetailsNewApplication&returnToEvent=jobs.processJobSearch&jobid=ac571c4b-fe0a-280b-4bae-76cbad0e96f6&CurATC=EXT&CurBID=949319bc-8898-4f11-ac4b-9db401358504&jobsListKey=de2c90a8-e01f-46e7-add5-42a36c1
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apply.   For further details, please see the jobs 
website.  Deadline for applications is October 
1, 2013. 
 

Assistant Prof of Soil Ecology and 
Biogeochemistry in Hawaii 
The University of Hawaii, Manoa, is looking 
for a an Assistant Professor to teach 
undergraduate and graduate courses and  
conduct basic or applied research in soil 
science, soil biogeochemistry, soil carbon 
cycling and sequestrations, sustainability 
sciences and/or bioenergy production 
systems.  The position is available from 1 
January 2014.  For best consideration, all 
application materials should be submitted by 
9 September 2013.  For more details see the 
jobs website. 
 

Post Doc and Lab Tech positions in 
Microbial Ecology 
The Hawkes lab at the University of Texas at 
Austin has positions available for a 
postdoctoral researcher and lab technician to 
participate in an NSF-funded project, where 
we are examining how ten switchgrass 
genotypes and their associated microbes 
respond to six rainfall treatments. The 

primary field site is located at the UT LadyBird 
Johnson Wildflower Center, approximately 20 
min outside of Austin. The successful 
applicants would be involved primarily in 
belowground and microbial research in the 
field and related greenhouse experiments. 
This project is an ongoing collaborative effort, 
including other labs working on switchgrass 
genomics and physiology, providing successful 
candidates with many opportunities for broad 
interactions and training.  The full advert 
posted on Ecolog is available here.   
 

Lecturer in Environmental Science and 
Management 
Sacred Heart University, Connecticut is 
seeking applications from doctoral level 
scientists specializing in soil science, 
ecosystem ecology, and/or biogeochemistry. 
Field research experience is essential and 
familiarity with soil microbiology and/or 
plants of the northeast and mid-Atlantic 
terrestrial ecosystems will be considered 
advantageous.  The successful applicant will 
also be expected to teach a variety of 
undergraduate and graduate courses.  Review 
of applications will begin on 18 November.  
For further details, see the full listing.

Studentships 
 

Microbial Ecology PhD positions at 
Texas State University 
The microbial ecology group (headed by Dr. 

Dittmar Hahn) at the Department of Biology 

at Texas State University - San Marcos is 

seeking Ph.D. students to study growth and 

nitrogen-fixation of the actinomycete Frankia 

in the rhizosphere of host and non-host plants 

and in bulk soil using different molecular tools 

(e.g., in situ hybridization, RT-qPCR). Ph.D. 

candidates must have a Masters degree, and 

preferably hands-on experience in 

microbiology, the use of molecular techniques 

and statistics. The ability to work 

independently but within a team environment 

is required. For more information and 

instructions on applying, please contact Dr. 

Hahn. 

 

https://jobs.hampshire.edu/index.cgi?&JA_m=JASDET&JA_s=294
https://jobs.hampshire.edu/index.cgi?&JA_m=JASDET&JA_s=294
http://workatuh.hawaii.edu/Jobs/NAdvert/17836/2220049/1/postdate/desc
http://www.sbs.utexas.edu/hawkeslab/
https://listserv.umd.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind1307b&L=ecolog-l&P=10053
http://www.sacredheart.edu/officesservices/humanresources/jobpostings/facultycareeropportunities/lecturerinenvironmentalsciencemanagement/
http://www.bio.txstate.edu/
mailto:dh49@txstate.edu%3cmailto:dh49@txstate.edu
mailto:dh49@txstate.edu%3cmailto:dh49@txstate.edu
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Grants and Competitions 
 

BES Grants 
The British Ecological Society offers a variety 
of grants to support ecology research and 
outreach.  The deadline for the next round of 
applications is 17 September 2013.  Find out 
more about what is available below: 
 
Ecologists in Africa 
This grant provides support for ecologists in 
Africa to carry out innovative ecological 
research. The BES recognises that ecologists in 
Africa face unique challenges in carrying out 
ecological research and this grant is designed 
to provide them with support to develop their 
skills, experience and knowledge base as well 
as making connections with ecologists in the 
developed world.  See more at the Ecologists 
in Africa webpage. 

Research Grants 
These grants support scientific ecological 
research where there are limited alternative 
sources of funding. Small projects can be 
awarded up to £5,000 and early career 
ecologists can apply for funding up to 
£20,000. See the Research Grants webpage 
for further details. 
 
 
Outreach Grants 
The British Ecological Society encourages its 
members and others to promote ecological 
science to a wide audience. To this end, we 
offer Outreach Grants of up to £2,000. See the 
Outreach Grants webpage for more 
information. 

 

Dates for the Diary 
 

 6 August – Abstract deadline for AGU Fall Meeting 

 18-23 August – INTECOL 2013, Excel, London (PSE workshop 20 Aug) 

 9-12 September – CPIB Summer School, Nottingham 

 17 September – BES research and outreach grant deadline 

 2-3 October – PSE workshop, Digging Deeper: Research Challenges in Plant-Soil Interactions, 

Charles Darwin House, London 

 20-22 November – New Phytologist meeting, Plant interactions with other organisms: 

Molecules, ecology and evolution, Universidad Catolica, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

 9-13 December – AGU Fall Meeting, San Francisco, California 

 16-17 December – Molecular Microbial Ecology Group meeting, University of Essex, Colchester 

  

http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/grants-awards/ecologists-in-africa/
http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/grants-awards/ecologists-in-africa/
http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/grants-awards/research-grants/
http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/grants-awards/outreach-grants/
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Plants-Soils-Ecosystems Details 
 

PSE is a special interest group of the British Ecological Society.  However, you don’t have to be a BES 

member to join PSE or receive the bulletin.   

 

 

Contact 

Sign up for our email list by sending an email to listserv@jiscmail.ac.uk Subject: BLANK Message: 
SUBSCRIBE PLANT-SOIL-ECO Firstname Lastname 
Follow us on Twitter @BESPlantSoilEco, or like us on Facebook. 
 

 

Committee 

The organizing committee currently consists of  
Franciska de Vries, The University of Manchester (Secretary) 
Emma Sayer, The Open University 
Paul Kardol, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 
Tim Daniell, The James Hutton Institute 
Dave Johnson, Aberdeen University 
Mike Whitfield, Lancaster University 
Sarah Pierce, Imperial College London (student representative) 
Richard Bardgett, The University of Manchester, supports the committee in an advisory role. 
 
 
Bulletin 
The Bulletin is a bi-monthly publication with news, jobs, studentships, meeting announcements and 
more.  All information in the bulletin is submitted by members of the mailing list.  Entries are for 
information only and their inclusion does not constitute endorsement by the British Ecological 
Society.  Please email any contributions for the bulletin to Sarah Pierce, and they will be included in 
the next issue. 
 
Thanks to Franciska de Vries, Tim Daniell, Andy Sier and Susie Lydon for contributions to this issue. 

http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/getting-involved/special-interest-groups/plants-soils-ecosystems/
http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/
http://twitter.com/BESPlantSoilEco
https://www.facebook.com/BESPlantsSoilsEcosystems?fref=ts
mailto:franciska.devries@manchester.ac.uk
mailto:s.pierce11@imperial.ac.uk
mailto:s.pierce11@imperial.ac.uk

